Portland Large Fan in our new watercolor, W97

PORTLAND FIELD
We’re pleased to introduce the **Portland** field option to our tile offering! Both the surface and edge of Portland field tile reveal the unique markings acquired through the handmade production process. These characteristic traits are what make Portland field so appealing and beautiful.

Portland surface markings can appear either subtle or more pronounced, depending on the glaze you select. Using Watercolors will allow for more transparency, while using opaque, matte glazes will conceal more of the surface marks. The Portland edge is crisp yet has an organic feel. Glazes break differently along this slightly rustic edge, creating a unique effect.

Portland Field can be installed with a slightly tighter grout joint for a more modern, Zellige style look.

Any of our flat field tile (squares, rectangles or shapes) can be ordered as Portland field in any of our monochrome glazes.

Portland Field is handmade and will vary from tile to tile. We recommend ordering current color samples to see the full range of both surface and color. For samples and retail pricing, please visit our [website](http://www.prattandlarson.com) to locate a dealer near you.

Thank you for your interest in Pratt & Larson!
G1-115  Portland 2x4- R44

G1-116  Portland 2x8-UW, Portland 4x4-R355

G1-117  Portland Lg. Elongated Hex-R15

G1-118  Portland 3x12- P146
G1-119 Portland 3x6-R342, Portland 2x2-C45, C53, C59, C86

G1-120 Portland 1x1-R342, R355, C56, C57, Portland 6x12-W92

G1-121 Portland 2” Hex-C86, Portland 5x10-PUWM

G1-122 Portland 5” Hex-C340